When an emergency strikes, you need to act fast — and your technology needs to be ready to support you. Motorola Solutions APX two-way radios and V300 body-worn cameras now work together to capture video evidence when lives are on the line.

Your APX two-way radio is your lifeline. It’s your constant companion. The one thing you depend on. Your biggest advantage when you’re on the streets. And when everything starts to unravel, you know you can always press that big orange emergency button to call for urgent assistance.

And now that button does more, by automatically triggering your V300 body-worn camera to start capturing video evidence when you need it the most.

Whether it’s to support a prosecution, educate the community, or enhance officer training, it’s vital that you get video evidence of critical incidents. This integration of radio and body camera technology makes that happen. Immediately and automatically.
**FEATURE DESCRIPTION**

- Body camera is triggered to start recording whenever APX radio enters Emergency mode.
- Emergency mode can be initiated from radio orange emergency button and APX man down feature (when configured).
- Body camera will continue to record until start/stop button on camera is pressed, or grouped 4RE stops recording.
- Emergency mode will continue on APX radio until cancelled with long press on radio emergency button.

- Body camera and radio are connected by secure Bluetooth link.
- In pooled deployments, Bluetooth pairing is required at the beginning of each shift. In assigned deployments, Bluetooth pairing will be preserved.

**COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS**

**BODY CAMERA**

V300

**TWO-WAY RADIO** *(Non-HazLoc models only)*

- APX NEXT*, APX NEXT XE*
- APX 8000, 8000XE, models 2.5 and 3.5
- APX 7000, APX 7000XE, models 2.5 and 3.5
- APX 6000, 6000XE, models 2.5 and 3.5
- APX 4000, models 2 and 3

*Future Feature

For more information, please visit motorolasolutions.com/v300